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Abstract
Climate models are useful tools that aid in short to long term prediction of the evolution of climate. In this
study we assess how CMIP6 models represent coupling between processes over the land and
atmosphere, based on terrestrial and atmospheric indices, to show the nature and strength of the
coupling relative to the ERA5 datasets over Africa, with a particular focus on the March-May season.
Characterization of the annual cycle indicates that model biases are highest during the peak of the
rainfall season, and least during the dry season, while soil moisture biases correspond with rainfall
amounts. Models show appreciable sensitivity to regional characteristics; there was model consensus in
representing East Africa as a limited soil moisture regime, while major differences were noted in the wet
regime over Central Africa. Most CMIP6 models tend to over-estimate the strength of the terrestrial and
atmospheric pathways over East and Southern Africa. Inter-model differences in coupling indices could
be traced to their inter-annual variability rather than to the mean biases of the variables considered.
These results are good indicators towards scienti�c advancement of land surface schemes in the next
generation of climate models for better applications in Africa.

1. Introduction
The in�uence of the land surface on the global climate is important especially at sub-seasonal to
seasonal timescales (Dirmeyer, 2011). Soil moisture ‘memory’ is a key factor that can be utilized to
enhance the predictability of the regional climate (Koster et al., 2011). Land-atmosphere interactions have
speci�c signatures over different areas around the globe, presenting the opportunity to evaluate the
robustness of the current generation of climate models participating in the sixth phase of the Climate
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6), across various climate regimes. As models gain more
prominence in supporting decision making for various socio-economic applications (Lee et al., 2017), it is
paramount to evaluate key processes not only as a basis for model improvements, but also inform users
on the uncertainty levels associated with climate model outputs (Merchant et al., 2017). Although model
development may be a preserve for scientists, information on land surface forcing to the climate is an
aspect that societies can appreciate based on their land use practices.

Projected future land cover and land use changes (LCLUC), primarily driven by deforestation, are foreseen
to reduce vegetation cover in Africa, South America, eastern Australia and Indonesia (Quesada et al.,
2018). Land surface conditions, speci�cally vegetation and soil moisture have been demonstrated to
modify climate extremes such as heat waves (Findell et al., 2017). As humans interact with the biosphere,
especially through LCLUCs, there is potential to in�uence key processes that control the climate. By
driving LCLUCs, certain climate forcings are generated through direct changes in land characteristics
such as soil moisture, albedo and evapotranspiration that modulate local to regional climate (Betts and
Dias, 2010). Hurt et al (2006) noted that human activity has impacted at least 50% of the global land
mass, with 25% of global forests cleared within the last three centuries. Consequently, results by Davin
and de Noblet-Ducoudré, (2010) indicate that global deforestation yields cooling in high latitudes,
induced by changes in snow and albedo, while warming the tropics.
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Earlier results based on CMIP3 indicated model consensus in depicting reducing global trends of soil
moisture, except for the northern hemisphere winter latitudes (Dirmeyer et al., 2013). Utilizing CMIP5,
Lorenz et al., (2016) and Ukkola et al., (2018) noted that decline in soil moisture is expected to amplify
temperature extremes. Over Australia, Hirsch et al., (2014) noted that control of soil moisture is important
for daily maximum temperatures. However, models over-estimated the land-atmospheric coupling
processes erroneously enhancing the temperature extremes (Ukkola et al., 2018). With global
temperatures on the increase, it is important that processes that control temperature trends are well
simulated in models. In this regard, characterization of land-atmosphere coupling in CMIP6 is important
to gauge the robustness of the current generation of climate models.

Existing research suggests that land-atmosphere ‘hotspots’ are usually located in typical semi-arid
regions with pronounced convective rainfall events (Zheng et al., 2015). Such areas have abundant
radiation but limited soil moisture. Anomalies in soil moisture trigger latent heat anomalies with
corresponding decline in sensible heat resulting in cooling and moistening of the boundary layer
(Hohenegger, 2020). Convection may be enhanced or suppressed depending on the pre-existing
thermodynamic conditions. The feedback loop is noted where precipitation modulating the land surface
states, such as soil moisture (Muller et al., 2020) enhance or diminish the pre-existing processes.

The Global Land–Atmosphere Coupling Experiment (Koster et al., 2006), the Global Soil Wetness Project
(Dirmeyer, 2011), and the Project for Intercomparison of Land Surface Parameterization Schemes
(PILSPS), (Liang and Guo, 2003) are key initiatives that provided ground-breaking results on land-
atmosphere (L-A) processes. The Local Land–Atmosphere Coupling (LoCo) project, (Santanello et al.,
(2018)) an initiative of Global Energy and Water Exchanges Project- Global Land–Atmosphere System
Study, (GEWEX-GLASS) has advanced the L-A studies by developing a set of metrices that aid in
characterizing the processes involved in L-A coupling. Observational data, including soil, vegetation and
atmospheric characteristics are required for proper characterization of L-A processes and evaluating
models. The Land Surface, Snow and Soil Moisture Model Intercomparison Project (LS3MIP), a
subexperiment within CMIP6, provides crucial outputs to characterize the in�uence of the land surface in
Earth System Models (ESMs) based on controlled land surface modules (Hurt et al., 2016).
Comprehensive �eld campaigns, such as that carried out in the southern Great Plains of the US by
Wulfmeyer et al., (2018), are lacking in many regions, especially over Africa and even on a global scale.
There is general lack of long-term observations for land-atmosphere process hence the reliance on model
outputs and reanalysis datasets (Dirmeyer et al., 2013).

L-A processes have been shown to in�uence regional climate in Africa. Over the Sahel, Nicholson (2001)
noted that the strong meridional gradient in soil moisture between the Sahara and west Africa regions
sustains regional temperature gradients that initiate the development of the African Easterly Jet (AEJ)
(Cook, 1999). Klein and Taylor (2020) also noted that soil moisture anomalies enhance the development
of both local and propagating convective storms in this region. Feedbacks between the land and
atmosphere, especially where soil moisture anomalies sustain rainfall events are related with inter-annual
rainfall persistence in the Sahel (Nicholson, 2000). Based on CORDEX-Africa for CMIP5, Soares et al.,
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(2019) indicated that the Sahel hotspot of land-atmosphere coupling is projected to increase southwards,
due to expected increase in aridity in West Africa.

Over East Africa, loss of vegetation due to human activities as well as climate variability, such as
prolonged droughts, have been identi�ed to increase land surface temperatures (Abera et al., 2018). The
study further noted that land surface characteristics such as leaf area index and soil moisture explained
about 47% of the temporal variability in surface temperatures. On the intra-seasonal timescales in
Southern Africa, Dirmeyer at al., (2009) noted that soil moisture memory persisted up to about 40 days.
Experimental results by Cook et al (2005) indicated that during the rainfall season in Southern Africa,
increase in soil moisture sets in a negative feedback through the partitioning of the surface energy
budget; increasing the evaporative fraction triggers surface cooling that creates a high surface pressure
and a stable atmosphere.

This paper evaluates the characteristics of coupling between the land and the atmosphere in Africa for
selected global models participating in CMIP6. The historical simulations are considered, to provide
opportunity for assessment against re-analysis products. Herein, we trace the land-atmosphere coupling
processes through the impact of soil moisture characteristics on latent heat �uxes at the land surface,
and the consequent impact of surface �uxes to the lower boundary atmosphere conditions, 2-metre
temperature. These are usually de�ned as the terrestrial and atmospheric pathways of the land-
atmosphere interactions (Santanello et al., 2018). The structure of the subsequent sections of the paper
is as follows; Section 2 presents the Data and Methods, followed by discussion of results in Section 3
and �nally, the Conclusions in Section 4.

2. Data And Methods
2.1 Data

The data sources used in this study are European Centre for Medium range Forecasting (ECMWF) version
5 Reanalysis (ERA5), (Hersbach et al., 2020), selected CMIP6 models (Eyring et al., 2016), and Global
Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies (GIMMS) (Zhu et al., 2013). The variables considered are the
leaf area index (LAI), soil moisture (SM), rainfall, evapotranspiration and latent heat �ux (HFLS).

Most regions across Africa lack long term observations relevant for detailed study of the regional climate
as well as model evaluation (Aloysius et al., (2016), Crowhurst et al., (2020)). In this regard, satellite
observations as well as reanalysis datasets are best suited to evaluate land-atmosphere characteristics in
models (Miralles et al., 2012). Global monthly reanalysis data at 0.25 degree resolution, ERA5, produced
by the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) of the European Centre of Medium Range Forecasting
(ECMWF) was sourced from the Copernicus Climate Data Store (CDS). ERA5 has better representation of
land surface variables such as soil moisture and vegetation over the previous version, ERA-Interim,
Hersbach et al., (2020). Global Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies (GIMMS) monthly mean LAI,
LAI3g version 2, climatology at 0.25 degree spatial resolution for the period 1981-2015 was sourced from
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the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active Archive Center (ORNL DAAC) by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

CMIP6 models provide the state-of-the-art global climate model outputs that form the basis for several
global initiatives, including the IPCC’s scienti�c assessment of the climate status. For this work, 8 coupled
models were selected and used for the historical period. Guided by data availability at the CEDA archive,
uniform physics and initializations were selected across the models (p1 and i1 respectively), while three
forcings (f1, f2 and f3) and two realizations (r1 and r10) were considered (Table 2). f1 includes prescribed
time varying aerosol and ozone �elds while f3 is characterized by interactive aerosol-cloud processes
(Smith et al., 2020). The historical simulations are largely forced by observations including volcanic
activity, solar variability and anthropogenic forcing (Eyring et al., 2016).

2.2 Methods

Comparative analysis of the annual cycle of the balance between rainfall and evapotranspiration, soil
moisture and leaf area index were applied to investigate the response of soil water content and
vegetation characteristics to the availability or de�cit of rainfall. The characterization of annual cycles is
also useful to gauge the representation of the seasonality of native land-atmosphere processes in the
models. The effective rainfall, which is represented as the moisture convergence in the atmosphere, was
de�ned as the difference between the total rainfall and the evapotranspiration (P-E) as used by Byrne et
al (2015).

Figure 1 shows the regions of focus for this study. Dense vegetation exists in Central Africa (CA) and
parts of West Africa (WA). Regions in the Horn of Africa, largely parts of Kenya (KE) and Somalia (SO),
the Sahel (SH) and Southern Africa (SA) have much lower density of vegetation. The Sahara has the least
vegetation over Africa. LAI, which is a crucial parameter in climate models, plays an important role in
controlling the �uxes of energy, moisture and carbon (Richardson et al., 2020).

The condition of vegetation is sometimes used as a proxy for soil moisture at the root zone (Anderson et
al. 2012). Wet regimes are likely in equatorial Africa and some coastal regions; the Sahara is a dry regime
with too little moisture to in�uence turbulent �uxes at the surface. The key forcings of vegetation; net
radiation in humid zones, precipitation in arid and semi-arid climates and temperature in extra-tropics
(Nemani et al., 2003) are also useful in the characterizations of soil moisture regimes.

The terrestrial coupling index (TCI) was computed as the product of the standard deviation of soil
moisture, and the correlation coe�cient between soil moisture and latent heat �ux as de�ned by
Dirmeyer, (2011). This is necessary to account for the variability of soil moisture as the forcing variable.
In regions with little variability, such as deserts or persistently saturated soils, the TCI is at a minimum as
soil moisture is not a factor in the variability of latent heat �ux (Halder et al., (2018)). The atmospheric leg
of the coupling process, given by the atmospheric coupling index (ACI) was computed in a similar
manner with the TCI, whereas temperature is the response variable to forcing by latent heat.
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The uppermost soil layer was considered for all the datasets. This corresponds to 7 cm for ERA5, 5 cm
for HadGEM3-G31-LL and 10 cm for the rest of the models. This is based on model results by Zhang et al
(2011) who noted that soil moisture in the uppermost layer (10 cm) is a dominant forcing for surface
�uxes. Utilizing CMIP5, Dirmeyer et al., (2013) also noted that this depth was readily available and hence
useful for studies on the intercomparsion between models. The surface layer is affected through direct
evaporation while the root zone depth drives the transpiration in the vegetation (Anderson et al., 2012).
Vegetation indicators, such as NDVI or LAI, may also be used as a proxy to the soil moisture in the root
zone. For consistency with ERA5, conversion of model soil moisture from gravimetric to volumetric units
was done (Xu et al., 2018);

SM(m3/m3)= SM( kg/m2)ρ*H (1)

In Equation (1), ρ represents the density of water, 1000 kg/m3 and H is depth of the soil layer in meters.

Underscoring the importance of both the soil moisture and evaporative fraction as drivers of the
interactions between the land and the atmosphere, Seneviratne et al., (2010) and Koster et al., (2011)
have used a soil moisture-evaporative fraction framework to characterize the interaction regimes as in
Figure 2. For this analysis, latent heat �ux (λE) was used in place of evaporative fraction (EF). Wet
regimes are characterized by su�cient soil moisture, above the critical value, (θCRIT), but limited net
radiation (Rn)while the dry features too little soil moisture, below the wilting point (θWILT), though with
su�cient net radiation. Transitional zones between the dry and wet regimes may change the relationship
between soil moisture and radiation amounts, depending on the prevailing season.

3. Results And Discussion
The results are presented and discussed in two parts: The annual cycle of key land-atmosphere
parameters, and regimes of soil moisture, and spatial analysis of the indices of coupling between the
land and the atmosphere during MAM.

3.1. Annual Cycles of Various Parameters

The annual cycles of P-E, SM and LAI were analyzed to assess the mean representation of these
parameters over the key regions identi�ed. In Central Africa (CA), which has two main rainfall seasons, P-
E has the main peak in November and a secondary one in March, which coincides with SM (Figure 3). On
the other hand, LAI has the main peak in April. Though CMIP6 models differ substantially in magnitudes
during the peak P-E seasons, they do broadly capture the bimodal cycle in ERA5. Models in CMIP5 differ
in simulating the seasonality and magnitudes of precipitation over Central Africa, though a general wet
bias is maintained (Aloysius et al., 2016). Figure 3 shows that there is a consistent under-estimation of
SM throughout the year except in the HadGEM3-GC31-LL model, which has a substantial overestimate.
This may be related with LAI under-estimation in the models with the exception of UKESM1-0-LL and
CanESM5. In this region, both SM and LAI peak together with rainfall, in both reference datasets and
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models. This is with the exception of CanESM5, which, despite having exceptionally high rainfall, depicts
an unusual decline in the LAI between June and November.

Southern Africa has a unimodal pattern of P-E, peaking in January (Figure 3). With the exception of
CanESM5 and MIROC6, most models indicate that the region experiences sustained moisture de�cit
throughout the year. In part, this is a weakness of the spatial averaging that includes the Namib desert.
There are more pronounced magnitudes of divergence between the models during the DJF season as
compared to the rest of the year. In this region, most models tend to overestimate SM, with the exception
of GISS-E2-1-G and CanESM5, with the latter having a positive P-E. Similar to the CA, GISS-E2-1-G and
UKESM1-0-LL stand out as models that, on average, have the least and highest LAI, respectively. Based
on P-E, we note that models tend to show similarity during the dry seasons, and divergence during the
peak rainfall season for both SM and LAI. This may hint that the representation of SM and LAI in the
models is sensitive to rainfall biases.

Over East Africa, P-E is largely bimodal over both KE and SO (Figure 4), with the net moisture de�cit
dominating the Horn of Africa, while the rainfall seasons of OND and MAM, have excess rainfall in KE.
Despite differences in the minor peak of P-E in November, the models have agreement that the peak of
SM coincides with that of rainfall during the short rains season. CNRM-CM6-1, GISS-E2-1-G and
HadGEM3-GC31-LL simulate the �rst peak of rainfall a month earlier, in October, while all models, though
with a negative bias, consistently capture the time of the peak in April. MIROC6 is exceptionally wet with a
late OND onset in November and an early onset in MAM and does not show a dry season between
December and March. Consequently, soil moisture remains at peak levels from December to April. P-E
peaks in October for CNRM-CM6-1, GISS-E2-1-G, HadGEM3-GC31-LL, and in December for MIROC6, while
UKESM1-0-LL, with minimum bias, together with MRI-ESM2-0 and GFDL-CM4 place the peak rightly in
November. Unlike observations, models have more rainfall during the short rains over the long rains
season, with remarkable wet and dry biases respectively. Despite the differences in P-E, SM peaks in
October-November and April for all models, except for HadGEM3-GC31-LL; peaks of LAI lag by a month.

In SO, P-E peaks in October, but it is largely overestimated by the models. P-E also peaks in April, but the
corresponding seasonality of soil moisture is largely variable across the models. CanESM5 and GISS-E2-
1-G have nearly invariant LAI at minimum, while at maximum, UKESM1-0-LL shows invariant seasonality.
The rest of the models tend to oscillate in magnitude within the GIMMS annual range. SM peaks
coincidentally with P-E while LAI lags behind by one month.

Results for West Africa and the Sahel in Figure 5 indicate that the seasonality is unimodal, with fair
model agreement during the dry seasons and a large spread during the P-E peak during the West African
monsoon season. In most models, vegetation peaks a month after the P-E and SM maxima. Models such
as GISS-E2-1-G and UKESM-1-0-LL that underestimate P-E during the peak season, also underestimate
SM throughout the year. HadGEM3-GC31-LL overestimates the soil moisture during the rainfall season in
WA and underestimates it in the SH. On the other hand, vegetation peaks in October, with variable
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patterns of the seasonality across models. GISS-E2-1-G has the least vegetation while CanESM5 has the
highest amount.

Utilizing CMIP5-ESMs, Mahowald et al., (2016) reported that some models do not clearly show the
precipitation-vegetation response. This is despite the expectation that the LAI in the tropics is controlled
by availability of moisture, unlike in the higher latitudes where the control of moisture by temperature is
dominant (Zeng et al., 2013). Lack of such a relationship may point to a weakness in the model
con�gurations, which may cause inaccurate representation of the boundary layer processes as well as
the cycles of surface water, energy and carbon (Park and Jeong, 2021). This is likely to be true for GISS-
E2-1-G and CanESM5 that show nearly invariant and low LAI in all regions over Africa, while UKESM1-0-
LL overestimates this parameter. CanESM5 has erroneously decreasing LAI over Central Africa in June to
October, with minimum and nearly invariant values over East Africa and the Sahel. Considering that the
response of vegetation to climatic forcing is region-speci�c, it is important to be cautious in generalizing
these results over Africa where we have a variety of vegetation cover (Wu et al., 2015). Given that
vegetation plays a critical control in the process of evapotranspiration, inaccurate representation of LAI
could introduce uncertainties in the cycles of both energy and water and potentially affect the
characteristics of coupling between the land and the atmosphere (Williams and Torn, 2015).

3.2. Soil Moisture Regimes

In order to characterize the soil moisture regimes in regions highlighted in, soil moisture-latent heat
scatter plots with Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing (LOWESS) curves based on ERA5 are
presented in Figure 6 for the months of March to May over the 1979-2014 period. In regions where SM
can reach high levels, such as CA (>0.37 m3/m3) the response of HFLS to SM levels out, indicating
transition into a wet regime. In the Sahel, given that March-May is a dry season, most soil moisture
records fall below 0.06 m3/m3 and with minimal indication of latent heat response, which is indicative of
a dry regime. Direct linear relationships between soil moisture and latent heat �ux exist over East Africa
(KE & SO), West Africa (WA) and to some degree, over SA (at lower SM levels). This indicates that during
the March-May season, soil moisture is an important forcing to the �uxes at the lower boundary over the
regions in the eastern, southern and western parts of Africa. The SH is too dry while the relationship only
holds for lower SM levels in the CA.

SM forcing to the boundary layer �uxes exists in transition zones that fall in between dry and wet regimes
(Figure 2). This is true for KE, SO, WA and partly SA (Figure 6). This analysis shows the potential for L-A
coupling at different regions in Africa, depending on the seasonality of soil moisture. In dry soils, there is
negligible SM forcing to HFLS while in saturated soils, HFLS is controlled by net radiation, which in turn
depletes SM.

We investigate how models represent the regimes of soil moisture and latent heat �ux for two case areas;
a wet regime over Central Africa (CA) and a transitional zone over East Africa (KE). The results are
presented in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. Over CA, MRI-ESM2-0 closely simulates the ERA5 patterns of
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soil moisture and latent heat �ux. CNRM-CM6-1, GISS-E2-1G, HadGEM3-GC31-LL and UKESM1-0-LL
though able to simulate the pattern of SM at low levels, do not correctly capture the pattern of HLFS at
peak SM as in ERA5. In MIROC6 and CanESM5, the relationship is at minimum, with correlation scores of
0.17 and 0.29. On the other hand, GFDL-CM4 simulates an inverse relationship with a correlation score of
-0.54, implying that HFLS depletes SM. The annual cycle results in Figure 3 indicated that MIROC6,
CanESM5 and GFLD-CM4 similarly portrayed the highest positive P-E bias for most parts of the year.

Over KE, the models are able to simulate the soil moisture-latent heat relationship with correlations above
0.9 despite the biases in the magnitudes of the parameters under consideration, which is an indication
that the patterns of land-atmosphere feedbacks over East Africa are well simulated in the models.

3.2. Land-Atmosphere Coupling Indices

Terrestrial and atmospheric coupling indices based on ERA5 are presented in Figure 9. Regions of strong
positive TCI (shown in brown) indicate robust coupling between SM and HFLS, while negative values (in
green) indicate that surface �uxes increase at the expense of soil moisture, hence no coupling exists in
these regions. The hatching indicates signi�cant correlations at 95% con�dence interval. Regions south
of the Sahel, in East Africa and Southern Africa have strong soil moisture-latent heat coupling. In these
regions, soil moisture forcing is a key driver for latent heat variability during the MAM season. The
Sahara, though with signi�cant correlations, does not have signi�cant coupling as the variability of soil
moisture is minimal being in a dry regime (Figure 6 and Supplementary plots, Figure S2). Central Africa,
despite having the highest amounts of soil moisture, does not show a signi�cant forcing of soil moisture
on latent heat �ux. It is only in this region where the correlations are not signi�cant or are signi�cant with
negative sign. Given the seasonal and vegetation characteristics, evapotranspiration, driven by net
radiation, is the major driver of surface �uxes over Central Africa. Given that MAM is an active rainfall
season in equatorial Africa, the in�uence of soil moisture on lower boundary �uxes, especially over the
eastern side, may contribute to the overall seasonal characteristics.

The ACI indicates that latent heat control of 2metre temperature exists over parts of East Africa, Southern
Africa and south of the Sahel. The Sahara and Central Africa are regions where lower boundary
temperature is not controlled by latent heat variability. These we also previously identi�ed as dry and wet
regimes respectively, Figure 6.

In general, L-A coupling exists where both the terrestrial and atmospheric pathways co-exist. This is true
for East Africa and the regions south of the Sahel. In southern Africa, the region of strong ACI is shifted
northward compared to TCI, indicating that the local coupling is sensitive to the northward shift of the
rainfall which is a key forcing generating soil moisture anomalies. Interestingly, negative TCI and a
positive ACI over Central Africa indicates that latent heat �uxes are associated with depleted soil
moisture, and hence no coupling for both terrestrial and atmospheric pathways. Where coupling exists,
positive anomalies of soil moisture would trigger anomalous increases in latent heat, which in turn raise
the evaporative fraction, resulting in a negative anomaly of near surface temperature. The coupling
patterns are sensitive to the prevailing climate conditions; in off-season regions in the Sahel, the soils are
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dry during this season, while in the southern Africa, presence of land-atmosphere coupling signal is
indicative of soil moisture memory from the preceding months (Dirmeyer at al., 2009). Over East Africa,
the existence of land-atmosphere coupling has been linked with the increase in surface temperatures
during extended drought seasons when anomalously low soil moisture levels are recorded (Abera et al.,
2018).

The coupling characteristics in ERA5 can be explained by the interannual the forcing variables; soil
moisture and latent heat, shown in Figure 10. Indeed, signi�cant forcing can only be exerted if the forcing
variable is not constant and a degree of variability is triggered in the response variable. Given that
correlations are signi�cant in most regions over Africa, the inclusion of a measure of variability is
therefore useful to overcome the weakness of simple linear relationships. The high variability of soil
moisture and latent heat over East Africa, stretching to West Africa and parts of Southern Africa coincides
with strong TCI and ACI, Figure 9. Isolated regions of peak variability accordingly correspond also to
peaks in TCI or ACI. Less variability in the Sahara and in Central Africa is an indication of dry and wet
regimes, respectively.

The results of TCI based on models are presented in Figure 11. GISS-E2-1-G and CNRM-CM6-1 have
overall weakest TCI over Africa. The HadGEM3-G31-LL and UKESM1-0-LL MOHC models tend to
overestimate the strength of TCI over most regions of Africa, including parts of Central Africa. The rest of
the models, especially MIROC6, GFDL-CM4 and CanESM5, which could not properly simulate the soil
moisture regimes over Central Africa (Figure 7), indicate an eastward and southern expansion to the
region of lack of soil moisture-latent heat coupling (shown in green). Notably, MIROC6 indicates no
coupling over the Ethiopian highlands. The south of the Sahel region, spreading from Ethiopia to West
Africa, has much stronger TCI in HadGEM3-GC31-LL, UKESM1-0-LL and CanESM5. The coupling zone
stands out in MIROC6 but is shifted northwards to about 15o latitude compared to the ERA5 pattern,
which does not go beyond 13o latitude. Over Madagascar, there is no consensus between the models,
although CNRM-CM6-1, MRI-ESM2-0 and GFDL-CM4 closely resemble the ERA5 data. In the East Africa
region, models show good correspondence with ERA5, despite the tendency to overestimate the intensity
with the exception of GFDL-CM4, CNRM-CM6-1 and GISS-E2-1-G.

Models with low and weak seasonality in LAI (Figures 3-5), such as CNRM-CM6-1 and GISS-E2-1-G, tend
to have overall weaker TCI, without highlighting regions of strong coupling. This may be related to
weakness in capturing evapotranspiration that has control on latent heat �ux (Williams and Torn, 2015).

In Figure 12, ACI in models is presented. CNRM-CM6-1 stands out with strongest ACI over Southern, East
and erroneously over eastern Central Africa, despite the model showing weak TCI all over Africa. This
may be attributed to the high interannual variability in these regions (Supplementary plots, Figure S3) and
a more pronounced negative bias in HFLS (Supplementary plots, Figure S5). The nature of the bias and
variability may result in a weak response of the latent heat to the soil moisture, but an ampli�ed signal in
forcing to temperature. However, this pattern is not consistent through the models. This is an indication
that the relationships are model speci�c, and the variability or biases of similar magnitudes do not
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generate comparable responses between models (Koster et al., 2009, Berg et al., 2009). Similar to the TCI,
GISS-E2-1-G portrayed the overall weakest ACI with the exception of limited regions bordering Tanzania,
Mozambique, Malawi and Zambia. However, these are not regions of coupling between latent heat and
temperature based on ERA5. Although the mean biases of latent heat are not high, it shows that the
variability of the variables are not strongly linked as both terrestrial and atmospheric pathways are
weaker than in ERA5. The models presented generally show consensus on strong coupling over southern
Africa, with exception of the eastern regions bordering Lesotho. Though with a tendency to extend the
coupling southwards, models generally represent the coupling between latent heat and temperature in
Southern Africa.

Over East Africa, MOHC models and GISS-E2-1G have the weakest ACI, with the rest of the models
indicating signals of coupling between latent heat and temperature over southern Africa in agreement
with ERA5. This coupling spans from the east of Lake Victoria towards the Horn of Africa extending
northward while excluding the Ethiopian highlands. Similar to ERA5, a weaker coupling zone exists in the
South Sudan-Chad-Central Africa Republic region extending westwards for CNRM-CM6-1 and GFDL-CM4.

Therefore, there is model agreement on the atmospheric pathway over Southern Africa, but differences
exist over East Africa. Despite these differences, most models agree on the lack of coupling in the Sahara
and Central Africa. This points to a realistic behavior of the models at the extremes of the SM spectrum.
Largely, most models overestimate the terrestrial coupling leg over southern and eastern Africa. Previous
results by Lei et al., (2018) and Dirmeyer et al., (2018) show consensus that most global models are
biased to overestimate the strength of the coupling. Although both TCI and ACI are co-located in ERA5,
this is not true over East Africa for GISS-E2-1-G, HadGEM3-GC31-LL and UKESM1-0-LL. This indicates
that latent heat is not an important control of temperature in these models over East Africa. Given that
MAM is the main rainfall season for East Africa, it may be hypothesized that the control of temperature is
related to net radiation (cloud cover), rather than surface �uxes in these models.

GISS-E2-1-G has minimum variability of both the soil moisture and latent heat, and consequently, the
strength of the coupling indices is damped. The strong variability in HadGEM3-GC31-LL soil moisture
may be attributed to the consideration of a much shallower depth of 5cm. This results in a strong TCI.
Despite strong variability of latent heat, temperature coupling is only strong over Southern Africa, where
both variables tend to have signi�cant variability. It is only in these areas, and some parts of East and
West Africa, where the correlations are signi�cant. Models tend to agree on high variability of
temperature, soil moisture and latent heat �ux over Southern Africa, (Supplementary plots, Figure S3 &
S4), hence consensus on the coupling indices over this region. These results indicate that the mean
biases are not necessarily determinants of the coupling patterns. Rather, the internal variability of the
models determines the nature of the coupling. This makes the results speci�c to the models based on
their varied parameterizations (Lei et al., 2018). Models that over-estimate the land-atmosphere coupling
tend also to erroneously amplify temperature extremes, (Ukkola et al., 2018). GLACE-CMIP5 results by
Zhou et al (2019) indicates that soil moisture coupling ampli�es drought events in historical and future
timescales. Historical observations have also con�rmed that prolonged droughts are usually located in
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regions of strong LA coupling (Cook et al., 2010 and Miralles et al., 2014). Miralles et al., (2014) noted
that even with pre-existing synoptic conditions, negative anomalies of soil moisture played a role in the
intensi�cation of the major heatwave events of 2003 and 2010 in Europe. It is therefore paramount that
models accurately represent the land-atmosphere interactions in order to provide reliable information on
the current and future climate hazards.

4. Summary And Conclusion
We have evaluated the coupling between the land and atmosphere in selected CMIP6 models over diverse
climatic zones in Africa ranging from humid zones in the Congo to deserts in the Sahara. The seasonality
in P-E, SM and LAI is well represented, despite biases in magnitudes. Unique biases were however noted
over East Africa, where P-E was more OND than MAM. With exception of UKESM1-0-LL and CasESM5,
underestimation of LAI in the rest of the models could be attributed to dry SM and P-E biases. Models
tend to overestimate the precipitation-evapotranspiration balance in the peak rainfall months over Africa
except the long rains over East Africa (KE) that have a dry bias. Models accurately represented the soil
moisture limited regime over East Africa, while for over the wet regime in Central Africa, half of the
models surveyed could not simulate the soil moisture-latent heat �ux regime. This indicates that
interactive processes such as the coupling between the soil moisture and latent heat as represented in
models is sensitive to the local climate. This may be controlled by the speci�ed land surface and
boundary layer parameterizations.

Despite consideration of a shallower soil moisture depth in the HadGEM3-GC3-1-LL, soil moisture levels
were surprisingly lower compared to other models and ERA5 datasets, especially during the peak season
in the SH and SO regions. Although no outright deductions can be made, this underscores the �ndings of
Santanello et al. (2011a) that in dry regimes, the performance of the land surface models outweighs the
boundary layer parameterizations, unlike in the wet regimes. It is therefore important to ensure that land
surface parameters are accurately represented in models, especially in semi-arid zones that are also hot
spots for land-atmosphere interactions.

ERA5 data indicated that regions in West Africa to East Africa, and parts of Southern Africa, are regions
of strong coupling during the March-May season. Most of the models overestimate the strength of the
coupling in these regions. Inter-model differences are related to the model inter-annual variability, rather
than the mean biases. For instance, GISS-E2-1-G had overall least inter-annual variability of both soil
moisture and latent heat, resulting in the least strength of both TCI and ACI. On the other hand, HadGEM3-
GC31-LL’s strong TCI over East and southern Africa is related to the highest standard deviation of soil
moisture over those regions. In regions of strong coupling, soil moisture is an important forcing of the
local/regional climate.

The evaluation of land-atmosphere interactions in this study can inform the development of robust land
surface packages in the next generation climate models beyond CMIP6. This study noted that focus on
improvement of the inter-annual variability of models, together with biases, are key aspects that can
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enhance the overall performance of climate models, especially on land surface forcing to the
atmosphere.
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Centre Model Variant ID Spatial resolution (degrees) 

CNRM-CERFACS CNRM-CM6-1 r10i1p1f2 1.4 by 1.4 

MOHC UKESM1-0-LL r1i1p1f2 1.25 by 1.875

MOHC HadGEM3-G31-LL r1i1p1f3 1.25 by 1.875

MRI MRI-ESM2-0  r1i1p1f1 1.121 by 1.125

NASA GISS-E2-1-G r1i1p1f1 2 by 2.5 

NOAA GFDL-CM4 r1i1p1f1 1 by 1.25

MIROC MIROC6  r10i1p1f1 1.4 by 1.4

CCCma CanESM5 r10i1p1f1 2.791 by 2.8125

Figures

Figure 1

Mean leaf area index over Africa based on GIMMS-LAI3g version 2 for MAM season over the period 1981-
2015
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Figure 2

Characterization of soil moisture content and the evaporative fraction regimes (Seneviratne et al., 2010)

Figure 3

Annual cycle of P-E (left column), SM (middle column) and LAI (right column) over CA (top) and SA
(bottom) for ERA5, GIMMS and selected CMIP6 models

Figure 4

Annual cycle of P-E (left column), SM (middle column) and LAI (right column) over KE (top) and SO
(bottom) for ERA5, GIMMS and selected CMIP6 models

Figure 5

Annual cycle of P-E (left column), SM (middle column) and LAI (right column) over WA (top) and SH
(bottom) for ERA5, GIMMS and selected CMIP6 models
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Figure 6

Scatter diagrams for soil moisture and latent heat �ux with LOWESS line for study regions over Africa
based on ERA5 data for the months of March-May over the period 1979-2014

Figure 7

Scatter diagrams for soil moisture and latent heat �ux with LOWESS line for study regions over Africa
based on ERA5 data for the months of March-May over the period 1979-2014

Figure 8

Scatter diagrams for soil moisture and latent heat �ux with LOWESS line for study regions over Africa
based on ERA5 data for the months of March-May over the period 1979-2014

Figure 9

ERA5 MAM seasonal TCI (left) and ACI (right) averaged over the 1974-2014 period. Positive TCI and
negative ACI indicate regions of coupling. Brown (green) shades indicate regions of land-atmosphere
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coupling at different intensities for TCI (ACI). The TCI plot has been scaled by 102. Hatching indicates
signi�cant correlations.

Figure 10

MAM standard deviation for soil moisture (left), scaled by 102 and latent heat �ux (right) for ERA5 over
the period 1979-2014

Figure 11

MAM TCI over Africa for selected CMIP6 models for the period 1979-2014 (Brown shades indicate regions
of land-atmosphere coupling at different intensities while hatching is used to highlight regions of
signi�cant correlations. TCI values scaled by 102)

Figure 12

Atmospheric Coupling Index over Africa during MAM season for selected CMIP6 models (Green shades
indicate regions of land-atmosphere coupling, at different intensities. Hatching shows regions of
signi�cant correlations)
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